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Afcstract Iv
This Btuiy iitilized a choice method to assess preference in adult
rats Vho had been exposed to one of fonr treatments (Sucrose; Quinine;
Water; and Handling) at an early age. The up and down (psychophysical)
method (Dixon & Ilassey, 1957) vas used to determine the mean con-
centration of sucrose, Vhich Vhen mixed vith a set concentration of
quinine, is Isohedonic (equally preferred) to a set concentration of
sucrose (standard). Responses cltistered around a mean score (quinine-
eucx'ose mixture) vhich is hypothetically equivalent (equally preferred)
to a fixed concentration of sucrose (standard). Sensitivity to quinine
vas reflected by the response frequencies recorded since the rat vill
Ingest the sucrose solution of greater concentration in a tvo choice
situation (Young & Green, 1953)-
It found that only the Sucrose group (early experience vith
sucrose) differed (.05 confidence intervals) from the control groups at
more than one standard. At the k^) standard, the Sucrose group differed
from controls over the last 2 levels of quinine (O.Ol & 0.1 of the first
exposure and 0.001 & 0.01 of the replication)* At the l6jo standard, the
Sucrose group differed from the control groups over all levels of quinine
(one exception at the 0.01 quinine level of the first exposure). Also, at
this standard level, it vas observed that the Quinine group differed from
the controls at the 0.00001 quinine level of the replication.
Abstract (Continued)
V
It is probable that early exposxire to sucrose results in a change
in adult preference. The Sucrose group becomes more sensitive to
quinine and therefore requires more sucrose in combination vith quinine
to mask the resulting bitter component of a sucrose-quinine mixture.
The Quinine group did not differ (.05 confidence intervals; one
exception at the 0.00001 quinine level of the replication) from the
control groups but shoved a trend (similar to the Sucrose group at the
163^ standard) vhich might manifest itself vith the testing of more
subjects. The replication of the first exposure to the quinine-sucrose
misture demonstrated the robustness of the data recorded. It is possible
that the responding subject remembered the sucrose-quinine mixture or the
response to the combination. Nevertheless, the present study is sug-
gestive but by no means inclusive. There is an obvious need for a larger
K and an analysis of variance vith the appropriate correction formulas.
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The Effect of Early Cozstatory Experience Upon
Taste Preference In tbe Mature Albino Eat
]fetroauction
Palatibllity is a term that refers to the acceptability of
foodsttiffG as determinea by the gustatory characteristics of the food
fltiaiulus (Yoxms, 19^9)* Richter (19^^3) contended that food acceptability
Is controlled by bodily need of the organism* It is nov accepted that
the condition of deprivation induces behavior designed to alleviate the
need in question.
A second problem, however, is the control of the appetitive
behavior of the non-deprived aniiaal* In ansver to this, Young (1959)
proposed a theory of incentive motlT-ation vhich is directly proportional
to the strength of the effective arousal.
An arbitrary definition of preference threshold, according to
Young, Eun*ight, and Tromater (1963)^ is defined as that concentration
of a solution (eg., sucrose) vhich is preferred by 75^ of the responding
subjects. Using this definition, Burright and Kappauf (1963) found that
non-deprived rats, given a choice between sucrose and water, preferred
0.32/lOOcc. of sucrose solution. According to other experimenters,
preference thresholds for sucrose have ranges from O.h^lo to 0.57^
solutions (vt./vol.) for non-deprived rats (Richter & Campbell, 19^0a
19l|-0b; Yoimg, 19*^9; and Campbell, 1958). Koh and Teitelbaura (1961) reported
that rats could discriminate 0.21^ (wt./vol.) sucrose from an electrolj'tic
tasteless standard (O.OOOOOSm NACl) when maintained at 80 to 90^ of
2a3 libitxtm feeding velght and subjected to mild deprivation of vater
(one how). Also, Koh and Teitelbatcn dbservei a Siicrose preference
threshold of 0,1^7^ for rats under the conditions of shock incentive.
Shock vas utilized as a punishment for the incorrect selection of a
standard tasteless solution.
According to Young, Eurright and Tromater (19^3) ^ aversion
threshold can he defined as that concentration of a solution (eg.,
quinine) -wlsich is ingested hy only 25^ of the responding population.
The aversion threshold for quinine hydrochloride vas determined using
lick contacts /30 lainutes/per day for tvo days (non-deprived rats).
Benjamin (1955) established the aversion threshold for quinine hydrochloride
using two methods: 1# hour intake in a choice situation (tap vater
vs. quinine solution) and 2. 1 hour intake of a single stimulus
(quinine hydrochloride) after I6 hour fluid deprivation* The mean vas
0.0012 gm./lOO ml. for the 2\ hour method and O.OOI6 gm/lOO ml. for the
2^1- hour method and O.OOI6 gm./lOO ml. for the single stimulus method.
The raxige extended from 0.0001 to O.CO7. Ifch and Teitelbaum (1961)
using the conditions mentioned previously, reported a mean of O.OOO5 gm./
100 ml. and a range from O.OOO3 to O.OOO6.
Obviously, there is markec variability across and vithin
Individual ezperiments and experimental conditions. This variability
could be escribed to any of the folloving factors: the nature of the
comparison soltition in a tvo solution choice; the deprivation level of
the anliaale; the testing procedure (single vs. multiple stimuli);
the duration of testing; the use of ascending and/or descending series
of concentration; the Index of preference; etc.
One generalization that can he dravn, according to Kappauf et al.
(1963), is that the subject's sensitivity to sucrose or quinine is
meaexired more effectively in the presence of the other substance,
quinine or sucrose « -For example, the measurement of quinine sensitivity
is more effective In the presence of sucrose, especially high sucrose
concentrations (Kappauf, Burright and Detkrco reported sensitivity to
0.00003^ quinine in contrast to the O.OOO35& quinine of Koh & Teltelbaum).
Youug(l955) noted that the possibility of zoaking a choice is
a prerequisite for a preference but it Is not a guarantee of a
resultant preferential discrimlDation* Changes In the frequency of a
preference are indicative of the learning of a preferential dis-
crimination habit in a choice situation. In addition, the growth rate
of a preferential discrimination (choice test) is dependent on the
difference in palatabillty betveen test fluids, the relative intensities
of hedonic processes evoked by the test fluids and the number of
repetitions of a choice (Young, Burrlght and Tromater, 1963)* It should
be noted that habit strength changing vlth practice does not imply a
change In acceptability. Also, preference is incompatiable vlth a
positional habit.
Preference implies the possibility of choice but it is apparent that
the single stimulus method provides no such opportunity. Consequently,
the relative acceptability as measured by the single stimulus method must
"be different from the relative acceptability measured by choice.
Yoting and Green (1953) experimented vith both the choice and
single stimulus methods, using rats in a one hour drinking test vith
9^ (vt./vol.) and 36^ sucrose. They found that their rats ingested
almost equivalent amounts of 365^ sucrose during both methods but
ingested 2.3 to 20.6 times as much Si> sucrose during the single
stimulus method. It'vas concluded that the rate of ingestion
and the qxiantity consiaaed are an erroneous criterion for preference.
It is evident that both palatability and satiation of appetite are
present and interacting during a one hour preference test. It vas
suggested that preference is best indicated by a short term choice
method (Young & Madsen, 1963) > since, the resulting preference is the
product of only immediate stimulation of head receptors.
Objective testing of preference has resulted in the realization
that there are mixtures of quinine and sucrose equivalent to
solutions of sucrose. The term equivalence is used here to imply
en eqTial acceptance of "both solution stimuli. Guilford, as cited by
Young and Trafton (196^), proposed that the term isohedon he employed
to designate a contour line of equal affective value on a stimulus
surface. The isohedon is a discrimination function dependent on the
preference "behavior of the experimental subject. Fig.-l is an example
of isohedonic contour map vhicb might he found at the l^a, k^, and 32^
standards (Young & Schulte, 1963)*
The vertical axis indicates the percentage concentration (vt./vol.) of
sucro;se in a sucrose quinine mixture. In addition^ the darkened dot on
the vertical c.wiv inaicate^ the i> concentration oV pucroa'3 u'jcd ag a
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FIG.-l ISQHEDOrilC C011T0URS \n THE SUCROSE-QUININE
HYDROCHLORIDE STIf.lULUS AREA
standard* The horizontal axis is segmented according to the different
levels of quinine hydrosulfate tised in the experiment. Each point
on an ieohedonlc contour map represents a compound solution (eg., sucrose-
quinine) %*ich is hedonically eq Ivalent to a standard solution (eg.,
sucrose) of fixed concentration.
In an exploration of these relationships, Kappauf, Burright
and DeMarco (I963) and Young and Schulte (I963), reported that high
levels of quinine alvays contribute negatively to acceptability of
sucrose-quinine nirtiires (regardless of sucrose concentration).
It vas noted that certain low quinine levels in a quinine-
sucrose mixture restilt in ei3hancement of acceptability vhen sucrose
concentration is above a given criterion. A 1^ sucrose concentration
In the sucrosG-quinine mixture is not enhanced by quinine additives.
Frequently, lick rate is used as? the indez of preference but
experimentation (Young & Schulte, 19^3; Yoimg & Trafton, \i9^h) has
raised many questions about this index. Young and Schulte (19^3)
reported that stimuli at different points in the isohedon vary in
their potential to activate tongue movements. Therefore, the points
along an isohedon represent standard and compound mixtures vhich are
equal (S=C) but -Which do not represent eqml activating potential.
The subject doesn't respond to the standard solution vith a constant
rate of responding; rather, the subject responds to a pair of fluids
as a gestalt or unit. This is an important criticism of the con-
clusions dravn by Young and Trafton (196k).
In response to this. Young and Trafton appropriately made the
distinction tetveen an Isohedon and a isoacton. It vas proposed that
the term Isoacton "be applied to a contoiir line of eqml activity on a
stlinulns surface. They concluded that isohedona "based upon preference
testing are separate and distinct curves from isoactons based on rates
of licking. The quality of choice, revealed by preference testing,
indicates the relative value and appraisal of the stiinulus. In contrast,
the rate of licking or ingestion of a solution is Indicative of the
degree of voracity or hungriness (eagerness to devour large quantities
of food). It is obvious that the measurement of preference and voracity
may be difficult if the experimenter falls to eliminate or minimize the
interaction of palatabillty and satiety factors
•
The literature contains a number of experiments Vhich have contributed
significantly to the study of taste preference in the mature, intact,
albino rat. However, past experimentation has failed to provide adequate
information about the effect of early experience vith certain solutions
upon taste preference and voracity later in life.
Deneberg (I962) reported that the age -when handled and the number
of days of handling are critical parameters affecting later behavior.
Bloomquist and Cendland (19^5) using 15 hour deprived rats and the single
stimulus method, found no differences in solution intake (water vs. sucrose
vs. quinifie) as a function of age. Vagner (1965) recorded consumption of
25^ and 12 1/2^^ glucose solution for six hours over a period of l'+ days.
He found no differences in sugar preference attributable to age (prior
early erpsrlence) or satiation* Wagner postulated thst the rate cf intake
vas probably the best index of preference since the effects of satiation
8may alter preference over prolonged periods of time.
Warren and Pfafftoann (1958) observed the effect of early experience
vith sucrose octa-acetate (a non toxic bitter substance) upon preference
behavior. A group of guinea pigs vere separated frcan their mother and
raised tvo days postpartum vith 10*^ SOA solutions as the only source
of fluid during the first three weeks of life* Preference testing,
after the experience, demonstrated an equivalent preference for vater
end SOA» However, three months on a normal diet and tap water resulted
In no significant difference from controls • The authors concluded that
exposure (duration. Intensity, masking, etc.) may be crucial to the
degree and persistance of SOA ingestion during testing.
In preliminary vork'''*done at the Tfeiversity of Massachusetts,
results vere obtained that suggested that differential taste experience
In infancy (sucrose or quinine at the age of 4-20 days) led to differential
edult preference as measured by intake. Three litters of newborn albino
rats were subdivided into foxir groups, la Group S, each pup vas hand fed
a few drops of an 8^ sucrose solution with a medicine dropper. In
Group Q, each pup was hand fed a few drops of an 0.1^ quinine solution.
La Qcoup W, each piip vas hand fed a few drops of tap water, and in
Group H, each pup vas handled by the experimenter for a few minutes.
Experience vith the designated solution began on the 5th day
after birth and terminated on the 20th day (veaning). Using a single
stimulus method, testing was initiated when the animals reached 90 Says
of age. The quantity of solution ingested vas measured for three 2h hour
pei-^ioSs..
The results etiggeeted the following: Group S and Group Q Ingested
larger amounts of sucrose and smaller amounts of quinine than did control
groups, but Group S responded more negatively to quinine and Group Q re-
sponded more positively to sucrose. Group S and Group Q, vhen tested first
vlth sucrose, ingested the largest amounts of sucrose and the smallest
amounts of quinine, but Vhen tested first vlth quinine, they consumed
smaller amounts of sucrose and larger amounts of quinine. Group W
showed a sensitivity to sucrose that was between the sensitivity dis-
played by Groups S and Q, and a sensitivity to quinine that approached
that recorded for Groups S and Q. Group H, tested first with sucrose,
was more sensitive to quinine and less sensitive to sucrose. Sensitivity
to quinine equaled the sensitivity of Groups S and Q to quinine.
In summ&ry, early experience with either sucrose or quinine resulted
in increased sensitivity to both tastes. This finding could be consistent
with the duplexity theory of taste which postulates a taste interaction
bet^/eea the qualities of bitter and sweet '(Bekesy, G. V., 196*^^). If we
assume that early experience with either quinine or sucrose, results in a
permanent threshold change for the quality evoking substance used, then,
it is probable that later testing would reveal a threshold change for
the interacting quality since the resultant threshold change may modify
thresholds for other qualities (bitter, sweet, and warm) through inter-
connecting neural pathways
.
The purpose of this study was to expand these preliminary results
under better controlled conditions. A choice method was used to assess
preference in a:!t:lt rats ^rtio bad boon e>rpose3 to one of four traatir^entrj
(SucrosG; Quinine; V/ater; and Handling) at axi early age. Tlie up and
"
dovn motbcd vas used to determine the meen concentration of sucrose,
vhich vhen mixed vith a sot concentration of Q.-ulniae, is isohedonic
(equally pleasing) to a net concentration of sucrose (stex^dard)* Re-
sponses clustered around a mean vhich is hypothetically equivalent to
a fixed concentration of sucrose (standard) vblch is alvaya presented
in the choice trial. Seuaitivlty to c^uinine in reflected by the
response frequenciee recorded since the rat vill ingest the sucrose
solution of greater concentration in a tvjo choice situation (Young &'
Green, 1953)-
Method
Suh^iects
Eight female, albino rats (120 days of age; ohl^ined through the
Charlea-River Breeding Lahoratories in Wilmington, Mass.) vere separated
randomly into pairs and placed into double cages. A single, albino, mle
rat (300 days old; bred at the Ifeiveraity of Ms-ss. Colo^iy) vas placed into
each of the h double cage? for one veek. At the conclusion of the first
veek, each Eiale rat vas relocated to a different double cage (containing tvo
feiiiales) for one more veek. At the termination of the srating period (2 veeks),
the fesaale, albino rats vere. separated into individual niatemity cages.
The first- litter vas bom 2k days after the first imting of male and female
rats. At this time, 2 fezcales had died of a respiratory infection. The
Bui'viviVig feiiales gave birth over a period of one veek to a total of 63
baby, albino rets (6 litters). The babies vere given continuous access to
the mothers milk, end the matemo.l cage contained an ample supply of Purina
liib chow pelle'U., t<:;p %Tatc!r, aijd pcvac-ir:**! PurlLS-. l^b chov p^5llf;ts mlrj-fi
11
poyflereJ iniUc^ The hth <Jay after 'blrtb, each litter vac eyibcllvldad
Into h groups. All sm'b.jects vere housed (tadivia-ually at 6o days of
age) in a ventilated rooai imder tbe coriditions of continuous il-
ItiiEination*
The test imlt consisted of a modified Vah?sann eiriall aniiaal cage
(Wahiaann 15-126, Vahmann iManufacturinc Corp., Baltimore, Maryland)
* equipped vith two adjustable drinking tubes (opaque side). The
Vahmann cage (galvanised) measured 9 in. vido (22.86 cm.), h'jil^ in.
deep (38.10 C21.), by 9 in. higli (22.86 cm.). Modification of the cage
>
conoit'ted of a rectangular hole 1 I/2 in. above the floor (3.81 cm.)
measxaring 1 in. high (2.5^*- cm.), by 2 in. vide (5»08 cm.). 'Ihe
rectsngular hole vas covered proportionally by a piece of masonite
measuring ^t- in. vide (10. 16 cuu), by h in. higji, attached to the
cege by l/k in. metal screve. T^o 9/16 in. diameter holes vere cut
into the tnasoni'te, 1 in. from the sides and 1 l/2 in. (3^Sl cm.) from
the top and bottom of the cage. Test solutions vere presented through
tha holes cut into the rjasonite. The metal drinking epoxit (tip; 5/16 in.
o.d. (8mm.); l/h in. i.d. (6 mm.); 1/8 in. i.d. (Smm.) at the orifice)
vae presented in such a manner that it flush vlth the outside vail
of the test chamber* Most of the subjects vare unable to grasp or hold
the drinking spout during testing.
Individual tongue contacts vere monitored through commercial
drinkometers (Grays on-Stadler e!i690-A). The sensing heads vere
12
attaches to the metal drinliing spouts and to the cage floor* The
short circuit current of the drinlsoineter \7as less than 1 uA dc
(raaaufactor*s specification)* The drinlcometers vere cormectecl in
series vith electromechanical pulseformers and stepping svitches
to a banli of digital counters -Which recorded total tongue contacts
vith a test solution. The test omit vas located in the same room
\ftiich housed all the subjects to he tested. VThite noise from an
audio generator (BRS (Foringer); AU-901) and the operational noise
of an aircondltioner masked extraneous sounds.
2.
Solutions
All solutions in this experiment vere mixed as percent solutions
employing the ratio of gram-veight of solute to the total gram-t/eight
of solution. Tap vater vas alvrays used as solvent.
Table-1 is a listing of the various sucrose concentrations
(for the standards and sucrose-quinine mirfcures used in this study),
3-
as specified by various convential methods.
Early experience occux'red vith only 8i> sucrose and 0.01^
quinine hydr©sulfate . * An 8^ sucrose solution vas prep0.red by
dissolving 80 grams of commercial cane sugar (granulated; C-l2H22^11'
Kol. vt« 31^1^2.30 grams) in 920 greaas of tap vater. A 0.01^ quinine
sulfate solution vas prepared by dissolving 100 mg. of quinine sulfate
U^2&W^2^2)2*'^^^^^' ^^"^^ 782.97 graTEs) in about 900 gi-ama of
heated vater. the solutions returned to room temperature, more
vater ^raQ addf^d to ir^ike a total veight of 1000 grams. All solittions
Table-1
Tti^ corsoeiD,tration of Sucrose asid Sucrose-Quinine Solutious
Specified Different Methods
A B C D
Ij.-
yeight as
sias of suost-
;e in 100 ga.
Specific i> hy veight/vol.
as grexis oJ sub-
stance In 100 cc.
of solution
^— .— •
Molar
C oneentrati 011
= Col. D X 10
Mol. Weight
00.25 l.OOiO 00,25 0.0073
OO.ilO 1.0016 00. iK) 0.0117
00.63 1.0025 00.63 0.0187
01.00 1.0039 01.00 0.0292
01.59 1.0062 0160 0.01*67
02.52 1.0(^3 02.55* 0.07il2
05|.OO 1.0157 oii.o6 0.1186
06.35 1.0251 06.51 0.1901
10,08 1.0II03 10. 1^9 o.3o6J<-
16 c 00 1.0653 17.04 0.1^978
25. Ho 1.1073 28.13 0.8218
Ho. 32 1.1802 1^7.59 1.3901
6k.00 1.3108
c
m.ok 2.U500
13
£
Molality
no. of raoles
SOlutG
^
no. of kg. of
solvent
0.0070
0.0121
0.0181
0.0303
0.0^^67
0.0759
0.1218
0.1976
0.5281
0.5595
0.9946
1,9738
4^
vere kept tmder refrigeration vlien not in oiee and vere dropped to
room temperature prior to tuje.
All "test solutions vere prepared "by the veight/veight methoa
described by Pfaffean^ Yovtng, Dethier, Ricbter and Stellar (195^^).
A Solution is referred to eji yf}> solution. Test solutions vere
prepared by dilution from stock solutions of rel£*tively bigb con-
centrations.
The sucrose solutions vbich vere used as standard solutions
vere: 1^, ki^, and 1&^. The concentrations of quinine sulfate that
vere used vere: 0.00001^^ O.OOOr/^, OlOOr^ O.Olf^ and O.l^*
Comi^arison solutions vere prepared using the indicated levels of
quinine sulfate aixd the successive concentrations of sticrose that
are eeparated by equal 0.2 log units (64, h0.^2j 23^{0, l6, 10.08,
6.35> ^9 2.52, 1*59^ 1> 0.63, O.hy and 0.25). Each quinine, that is,
hydrosulfate solution, vas mixed vith a variety of differential sucrose
solutions to form the comparison solutions. One comparison solution
vas always presented vith a set standard during a given trial.
Procedta^e
Early experience. Tiie pups vere divided into four groups:
Group-S: Each pup vas bend fed a fev drops (2-3) of
the 8^ sucrose solution vith a medicine dropper.
Crro^ip-Q: Each pup vas hand-fed a fev drops of 0.01^
quinine sulfate solution.
(iroup-'B : Es'vCh pup fed a Xev ?:,:*op^» c^f tap vQ/ber.
Group-H Each pup vas picked up and placed on the
same ta"ble surface for adrcinistaring test solutions*
After a fev seconds^ the pup vas returned to the
litter*
The experience vith quinine and sucrose solutions began k days
after each litter vas- vhelp^d and lasted until the pupe vere vemied
at ahout 20 days of age. At this time, the pupe vere separated ac-
cording to sez and group (6roup«S: 6 imles & 9 feraales; Group-Q:
7 wales & 8 females; Group-H: 7 niales & 8 females; and Group-V:
k mles & 11 fe!nales), and placed in double cages until days of age-
All rats vere maintained on an ad lib diet of Purina lab chov and tap
mtex* from the date of veauing to the termination of the experiment,
Pretraininge At 60 dayn of age, each rat vas vater deprived dux^ing al-
ternate dayb' for a period of tvo vceks and given training in the preference
appsxat\^ (described elsevhere) vith tap vater. The duration of deprivation -
decreased across alternate days according to the following sequence: k8 hr. (•
depriv*, va4er> 12 hr- depriv-, trater 8 hr* depriv*, vater, h hr- depriv.,
\rater, 2 hr- depriv., vater, 1 hr. depriv-, and vater-
A 5 second exposure to tap %Tater vas given first on the right side of the
testing cage at the end of each deprive.tion period. This %7as followed by a
second 5 second exposvre to tap "vrater on the left side of the testing cage
and 60 on In raiidoin order iQitil a total of l80 seconds had elapsed on each
day. At 90 days of age, each rat vas individually tested for preference
using the following PiGthod.
Pr^^feren'^e t<^^t:fr»^r Each group v&f? si03div5.ded into 3 eub^xoup;?- Each s.nbgroup
vas perjiianently asislgned to one of 3 standards. Each subject thexi
experienced & set standard and a different quinine level on each day.
The concentrations of quinine sulfate are here designated in the
order of administration (corresponding to days): 0.00001; 0.01; 0.0001;
0.001; 0.1; 0.001; 0.0001; 0.01; and 0.00001. The strongest con-
centration of quinine (O.l) vas tested last "because it vas feared that
this level of quinine might inhibit ingestion. Following the completion
of testing (5 days) the series was repeated in reverse order. Each
concentration vas tested on 2 deys except for 0.1 quinine vhich vas not
retested.
The method of testing vas similar to that used by Young and
Ifedsen (1963)* A simple sucrose solution (the standard) vas alvays
raoidomly placed in one tube vhile a mixture of quinine sulfate and
sucrose (the comparison) vas placed in the other tube. Each subject
is subjected to the folloving specific routine during testing. The
suoject is first placed in an empty teat cage vith neither tube in-
serted. After a lapse of 5 seconds, the tube containing the standard
is inserted on either the right or left side of the cage, tantil 5-10
licks are recorded or 7 seconds elapse. The tube is vithdxavn and
replaced inmiediately hy the tuhe containing the compai^ison solution.
After 5-10 licks are recorded or the lapse of 7 seconds, the tube is
vithdravn and this sequence is repeated 3 times to insure adequate
exposixre. At the termination of forced sampling, a 5 second time lapse
is interposed before both tifoes are inserted sitrraltaneously. A pre-
ference is recorded vhen the subject selects or licks one of the 2
solutions aiuring simultaneous presentation • The entire procedure
of forced eaiapling and simultaneous presenta.tion is repeated 3 times
at each concentration of sucrose and quinine. Prefessence is recorded
as a pex*centage response frequency to the standard and comparison
mixtures over the 3 simultaneous prcjeatations* On each day of
testing each subject is exposed to only one standard and only one
level of qtsinine sulfate. The quinine-sucrose mixture is varied ac-
cording to the up and dovn method (described later) . Trials, Including
transport, saraplin.g and testing required about 7 minutes. If a subject
failed to complete the forced sampling series in less than h minutes,
then that subject's data vas eliminated and the next subject in ratidom
order is tested vrith the same pair of solutions. In addition, a minimxxm
total of 5 licks over the 7 second testing period vas required. Otherwise,
the trial is elimimted and the next, subject is tested vith the same pair*
of solutionc. Tlie up and &o^m method (described later) is used to determine
hedonic equality.
Control vas exercised over the follo"^ing factors: the order of
presenting standard and comparison solutions in preliminary sampling, the
relative position of fluids attached to the test cage, ascending and
descending arrangements of the comparison solution, the order of testing
groups and individual subjects vithin a group.
The up and do^^.^ method described by Dixon and Massey (1957) •
eliminates the effect© of experience as a significant factor determining
choice. The subject is tested only once vith a given i^air of fluids and
is given no ivAdication (enticipation) of a particular fi:^ture preference
test.
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Typically, a test at a particular concentration of the staMard
begins vitli the presentation of a choice to the subject (nsually a
coiuj^rison tiixture considered closest to the standard is presented).
If the subject licks either rcore or only the S inctead of the C, then
the eecond subject is tested vith the next more acceptable comparison
laixture (C vith the next higher CHO conco). If the first svbject licks
cither more cr only the C instead of the then the 2nd subject is
presented vith a corsparison solution containing the next lover con-
centration of OHO. And so on^ up and do\r.i, the choice of the first
subject determining the pair of test fluids to be offered to the next
subject-
A test consisted of response frequencies to a single choice
(at £: particular standard) by all subjects (60j divided equally into k
groups)* The purpose is to determine the mean value of X in the follo'wing
equation: K CHO ^ X CHO 4- K Q. The concentration of both the gt^dard
and the level of q.uinine sulfate is held constant %ihile the concentration
.
of CEO in the coraparison fluid is varied by equal log steps. Hence, a
particular stano^rd is presented in every trial vith one of five compar-
ison solutions (usually). The number of subjects preferring S and C
at each level of the variable coruponent is recorded an.d transposed into
frequency distributions. The mean concentration (X) of the variable
component {tj.1uq vliich on the average makes C-s is computed from these
distribittions
Results and Digcuasion
Data v%B ccll^rrtcd from all '':ho ct^b.icct.^ tht:t mre terted. Frr^,-
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*
of any subject's data.
Figures ("based on the X values In Appendix I (A-F)) show the
mean concentration of CHO, vhich vhen mixed vith the designated level'
of quinine hydrosulfate, is hedonically equivalent to a set standard.
Each graph represents a different standard and the responses of all the
groups. 5 different levels of quinine (O. 00001^ 0*0001, 0.001, 0.01, and
0*1) vere randomly administered on different days and replicated in re-
verse order, except for the strongest concentration, over the next four
days
.
leohedouic concentrations (values of X) are plotted as points
vhich are connected by straight lines to form the isobedons. Each point
of each function represents the mean responses (X) of 5 suhjects. The
5 levels of quinine are designated along the hasellne and the 13 con-
centrations of sucrose along the vertical axis (separated by 0«2 log
units). The darkened dot on the vertical axis designates the sucrose
concentration u^ed as a standard.
AppendlK I (A-T) -contains the means and standard deviations
for each isohedon as cosaputed by the appropriate fomulas for the
method used in this study. It is to be noted that the computed SD is
considered a reliable estimate since (KB-A ig always greater than
0.3 (Dixon & Massey, 195?).
Some of the characteristics of isohedonic contour maps (in the
bitter-sveet areaj Yoiing & Schulte, 19^''3) are:
1." Tlie curves in the bittcr-sveet area follow a
siKiiie.r course and dc not overlap*
2o Lrjvt concentrationa of' quinivie are hedonicaliy
Figure Legends
Isohedonic contours at the 1^ standard in the
sucrose-quinine hydrosulfate stiiaulus area.
Isohedonic countours at the ki) st&ndard in the
sucrose-quinine hydrosulfate etiiaulus area»
Isohedonic contours at the iQ^ standard In the
eucrose-quinine hydrosulfate stimulus area*



2>
negative. Hovever, tber^3 Is a point of interaction
at 325^ sucrose* .
3. The irihibition resulting from high quinine concentrations
is counteracted by increasing sucrose concentration vithin
the compound solution.
h. There are indifferent concentrations (qixinine)
Vhich neither add to or subtract from
acceptability.
5* There is an implied upper limit at "which it is
iKipossible to inake a compound mixture acceptable
by adding more sucrose.
Visual inspection of Figures 2-U finds general support for the
isohedonic characteristics listed by Young and Schu.lte (1963); etc.
It is apparent that the shape of the isohedon for controls and to a:
lesser extent for the experimental groups, is reriiarkably similar to
the gi-aphs cited by other e^erimenters . FigTii^e-l (page 5*)> taken from
Young and Schulte (19^3); Is an illustration of the correopondence of the
data found in this sttidy (Figure 2-'-l-) "with the date recorded by others
(Young in Schults> I963.; ICappaxrf, W. E., Burright,, R. G., and DeMarco> W.,
19o3; etc.). The Replication of the isohedonic points of an isohedon
in this study deiuonstrates the consistency of this data. There appears
to be a robustness of the Isohedon vhich may be attributed to the.up and
dovn method.
Since , the rat ha^ a consistent preference for the more concentrated
of ti-jo tracrose solutions (Young & Green, 1953 )> the relative amount of
fucroac in f?v s^--t nt-radard and jte iac'-^edonlc Miirtme (sucro3e«Ci.uUilB':i)j.
mmt "be a lae^^nure of the contribiittion vbicn quiiQl-ne makes to the
acceptability of the mlrture. Yo-Ji5.g et sil. have consistently sug-
gested that the rat isj Bensitive to the lover levels of quinine
(0*00001, & 0.0001 ) and responds in a characteristic niannor to these
levels* in fact, it has been suggested by these authors that quinine
makes positive contribi"»tion0 to acceptability the quinine level
is^ low and the sucrose concentration is hig5i» Tliei^efore, the
isoheclonic contour map is divided into regioriS vhere the non-sucrose
It
variable has positive, neutral, and negative influences.
Vis-ual inspection of Figure«2 revealed frequent overlapping of '
.
all groups across all the levels of quinine^ Consequently, this data
vas not subjected to closer inspection. Figure-3 shoved a separation
(replicated) of isohedonic points betveen the Sucrose group and all
other groups (frequent overlapping). Iho noticeable separation occurred
across the last S-le^'^^ls of quinine, increasing vith increased ccn°
centration of quinine. Pigure-l{- shoved a greater separation (replicated)
of isohedonic points for the Sucrose group opposed to all other groups
across all levels of quinine. The separation is gi'eatest betveen the
Sucrose group and the control groups. The Quinine group vas also
consistently above (isohedon) the control groups but to a lesser degree
(less separation).. Consequently, the data recorded at the k^p standards
vas regraphed for closer inspection. Figiires 5-'8 shov a comparison of
the Sucrose, Quinine, 1/ater, and Handled groups* The concentration of
sucrose, vhich is aised vith quinine and tap vater, is given on the
verfcier.l arf.i'Jc 7ji additlcn, firrteTisa t?ot cv. tho vr^rtical arl^ is ^icod
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Flgrore Lsgenas
Isobedonic corLtoiirs vith .05 confidence Intervals
for isol^edoKic pointB. At the st^mdarc;, first
e>rpo3i>Te in the eucrose^cjuiniiie hydrc'sulfats
stiffiul-ua area*
Isohedoaic contoxirs vith .05 coiifiderce intervals
for Isohedonic points* At the ^i-^ etanSard,
replicated in the sucrose-q,id.Bine bydrosulfate
stinmltxs area*
Isohedonic conto'urg vlth .05 confifierice intervals
for isohedonic points* At the 1$$ standaa^d, first
exposure in the sucrose-quinine hydrosulfate
stiaiulus area.
Isoheflonic contours vith *05 confidence internals
for isohedonic points. At the y^f-p standard,
replicated in the eucrose-quinine hydrosulfate
stimulus area.
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to represent the ^ concentration of t^xicrose rmcil a stajidarcl. The
levels of quinine are listed along the baseline- Eech standard is
represented by a separate graph and each replication of a standard
is graphed sejmrately. It vas coBclnded that tha reliability of
ejQ effect vas best indicated by non-overlappiV/^3 •05 cctnfidence in-
tei^ls. Therefore, #05 confiaeiace intervals wre dr^.^vn as vertical
lines erfceading oi^'bota sides of each i^ohedonic poi\it (mean); the
isohedonic points vere separated horiKOB.tally by a constant according
to gx^oups (set sequence). Appendix II (A-F) contains the G-factor,
standard error of the mean, and .05 confidence inte2*\'i\ls for all means.
It is apparent, at the standat^d (Figxares 5-6) > that the
Sucrose groxip differed frora all the other gx'oups across the lest
2 levels of quinine (O.Ol & O.l) of the first e^oam'c and the last
2 levels of quinine (O.OOl & 0*01) of the- replication, as indicated
by non-overlapping .05 confidence intervals. The replication of the
ki> standard indicates an increased sensitivity to quinine (O.OOl) end
a resulting difference between the Sucrose group and the other groups.
Experience vlth the test solutions and the increasied practice in the
previously described apparatus contributed to the oboei*A^ed effect. It
is possible that the respon-ding subjects vere able to reineinber the
comparisjon solution or their response to that solution (at that quinine
level).
At the l6i> standard (Figures 7-8), there is a clear separation
(no overlap) of all groups c It is possible that the observed separation
for three of the groups is due to chance but it is important to note that
Ii
i .
, .
there Is no overlap or crosfiing oj th^ &voxm (raplicated) . Tiiex-e-
fore, there ciay be a trend in this data vbicb ^fill approach reliability
vith the testir>5 of more subjects . In addition all groups dip
(isohedonic point drops) at 0.0001 qijinine (replicated); consistent vitb
Yomig & Schulte, 19^3 j and Kappauf^ Biirrigbt, fc DoMs-rco, I963). A
suaden drop of an Isobedonic point at acme lov Iwel of q.'ainii4e^ apper^e
to be characteristic of all isobedons at the l6f standard (positive
cantribution of quinine to the quinine-sucroce laixtm'o).
The Sucrose gx'oup (first e:spo£3ure, Figra-e"? had 0O5 confidence
intervals that did not overlap vith the confidence intervale of any
other group except for the last quinine level (O..OI). At the 0.01
qxiinine concentratioti, .05 confidence intervals for the Sucrose group
overlapped vith both the quinine and control grfoups* Hovevar, there
vas a separation bet^^cen the Sucrose group and all other groups at this
last concentration of quinine • The separation vas of smaller mgnitude
than expected because of chai^ce variation attributeble to extraneous
factors. The replication (Figiire-8) of the l6fj standard eupported this
speculation. The Sclerose gi^oup vas fomd to have c05 confidence in-
tervale vhlch did not overlap vitb the .05 confidence intervals of any
group at any level of quinine. Consequ^3ntly, early experience vith
sucrose seerns to have an effect on adult taste preference. Re-
examination of the 16^0 standard (Figure 7-8) results in the conclusion
that the Quinine group did not differ from the control groups in ternjs
of corifidence intervals. Hovov6;r, there is no overlap of cor^fidence
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iatervalQ "betveen the Quinine group ancl control groups at the 0,0001
quinine level of the replication* In addition, the overlap of con-
fidence Intervals for the Quinine group vith the control groupa is
frequently small. In fact there is no overlap of confidence
intervals for the Quinine group and the Handled group except at the
last level of qixinine during the first exposure. You must recall that
earlier it vas noted that the Sucrose group also did not differ
^confidence intervals) from the other groups at this level. The
explanation for that observed result also has application here.«
Future research in this area, prohahly should focus on the l6^
standard since imltiple group differences vould occur at this level
if the^ occur at all.
Sucrose effect. A sucrose effect is vex'y consistent vith a quinine
effect; particularly, in lieht of the duplesity theory of taste.
Preliiainarj' e^cperimentation demonstrated that the Sucrose group reacted
more strongly (increased sensitivity) to quinine than did the Quinine
group. Tiie data collected here is consistent vith that original finding.
The Sucrose group does indeed take more sucrose at a given quinine level
than does the Quinine group. It takes more sucrose to r-iask the ttn-
pleasant sensation of hitter. Also consistent vith the theory is the
ohservatiou that both the Quinine and Sucrose groups consume larger
quantities of sucrose at a given quinine level than do control groups
(the quinine effect being a trend and the sucrose effect a significant
result)
.
Quinine effect. The effects of quinine (bitterness) are confsiderably
longer lasting than the effects of sucrose (sveetness). It is possible
that the early expoaiire ani lingerlisg sensation of "bitterness re-
sulted in adaptation to quinine (increased threshold). Consequently,
the ingestion of the mother's milk, vhich rmy he considered a laild
sveet evoking substance, vould be a stronger sensation (sweetness)
since the overtones of bitterness vould be Eiininixed. This vould account
for the approach or closeness of the Sucrose and Quinine group ieohedons
at the 16^ standard. Bekesy (196^) noted that the cheiaical stimulation
of the tongue by four different sugar solutions (fructose, gl.yclne, sucrose
and glucose) produced sensations of sveet that vere more similar and purer
to sensations evoked by electrical point stimulation \yhen the tongue is
adapted to the qualities of salt, bitter, and cour. In addition,
Dallenbach and Dallenbach (19^3) reported that bitter adaptation resulted
in an increased sensitivity to sveet for most of their subjects (hm^n).
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Cone ions
The Sucrose group vas the only ezperiirental group "Whose .05
confidence intervals frequently failed to overlap vith the #05 con-
fidexAce intervals of the control groups. At the ki> standard, the
Sucro€ie group a5.ffered (confidence intervals) from the controls over
the last 2-3 levels of quinine. At the l6^ standard, the Sucrose group
differed (confidence intermls) from the controls over all the levels
of cxulnine (one exception during the first exposure). Consequcfhvly,
early experience vlth sucrose appears to have so^e effect on eoult
taste preference* The change in preference must "be mediated via the
Central Nervous System since the taste receptors (taste huds) are
contimio^Asly being replaced (approsixnate k day life span; Bekesy, is6h).
The Sucrose effect may he likened to the child spoiled vith candy.
The child continues a physical developsj^nt uncorDpromisefl by substitutes
for sveet evokixig substances. Early vork by Richter et al., etc., is
suggestive of tbe learning of inappropriate feeding patterns vhen a
subjoct is given early exposure to sveet evoking substances. It is
probably safe to say that desirable feeding patterns are dependant on
early experiences. The lack of sveet evoking substances early in life
Kay lead to the eete^blishment of a proper food selection habit later in
life. The Sucrose effect may be suggestive of a critical period during
infancy. Whether or not the early expocjure results in a permanent
structural change (resulting in a preference change), Vhich bay be modified
(partially or completely) through adult learnlns, cannot be answered
at this ti'i-m»
The present data also relates to soda mlrturej? "bortght coni-
mercially "by a large member of people. It is interesting that such
bevere^e mixttiree are a combination of betveen O.OO3 to 0,03^^ quinine ^
and h to la^ sijcrose* Kappauf, BmTigbt, and Del-Jarco (1963) found
that a rmirlinal enhancement of palatability occurred at 0.00003
Q 4- kO.3 CHO. The data of Kappauf et al. is inconsistent vith the
concentrations of quinine and sucrose used in soda inirturea ^although
one pertains to an animal (rat) experiment and the other to an
observation of human behavior. It seems logical that a subjer;^: vould
consume more of the 10-8^/S sucrose than a higher preferred concentrcction
(particularly in light of the data provided by Young & Green, 1953).
Consequently^ the industry makes more money and the consinner acquires
(orally) r?3ore of a pleasing solution, thereby, quenching a thirst and
satisfying an appetite • Tiie stronger concentration of quinine in
coirblnation vith sucrose vould seem to indicate that bitter (for human)
may be a pleasurable sensation (vithin limits) vhen in combination vith
the sensation of sveet.
The present study vas an attempt to establish preliminary grouud-
vork for future experimentation in a rather ambiguous area. The data
is suggestive but by no meana inclusive. There is an obvious need for
e larger H and an axialysis of variance vith the appropriate correction
foxTnulas
«
In addition, the use of all the subject's data may have in-
fluenced the coii:Clu3ion3 drawn aboxit the population* Melselman and
Dsendolet (I967). noted that the careful selection of subjectn is
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necessary in en, exporlinent concerned vith quality responses vhen
the stimuli ere relatively near absolute threehold*
The replication of -the data in this experimc^at supported the
original form of the data and the conclu'dions about that data. But
there is the possibility of a varciing up or learning habit associated
vith such a replication* .
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Fulfillmnt of a la"b reqnireHient for a courae in Motivation bv
Kirllyn K, Gorski (an vtnclergradr^vte at ±he University of
Massachuoette )
.
Symbols pertinent to this study are: CHO ^ sucrose (coirun-srcial
cane sii£ar)j Q « quinine sulfate; S « the atandara eoli^tion of a
pair presented for choice; C « the covaparison solution of a pair
presented for choice; X ^ the aie.-5.n value of a ^riahle component of
the coEapariscm solution; X » ^y^^ j^ean value of a variable coiriponent
vhich makes S and C isohedonic; and K = the constant concentration of
a uolutioii.
This table has been adapted from the table 'on pp* D«-175 of the Hand-
book of Chemistx^y and H^ysics (kj th. edition; 1966-I967). Tlie con»
ceutrations of Sucrose solutions are specified by different ssiethoda*
In addition, the concentrations of sucrose-ciuinine rairfcures are
approximately equal to the values specified for a standard solution of
sucrose
•
The addition of quinine to sucrose in solution, re£*ults in a change
in the Specific Gz^avity of that laixtiire; consequently, the molarity is
altered. Eovever, the levels of quinine used in this study are of such
823all lEagnitude that the density of the solution remains basically
xmchanged
.
Early e^Lposure to 0.01^ quinine hydrochloride Esy be considered ex-
tremely stroiig or avers ive by some experimenters because of the findings
of past esperiuie^itation. However, the 0.01^5 quinine sulfate uoed in this
study (during early ejcposure) is not equivalent to an 0.01^ solution of
quinine hydroi^hlorids;. It I3 oonli-i'-nd' d thai; t>.o O^Olv'^ cf qairdn^ sulfate
Ievol:es a seneatloti of bitter \thich is of leaser i'liignitvxle. . In
eddition, it is notea that prior retjaarche:'i? freniueutly prepared
soluticng by methodo ot-ber than the one mod in this ^tudy (veiglit/
veight).
If ve assvane that the magnitude of the sensation is related
to the nuidber of molecules in solution^ then it is obvious that
one foraula-veight of quiniiae hyt^rochloride is ecrui^^lsnt to one
fonaula-veight of quinine sulfate (Avogadro's number)* Rovever, a
10;^ eolution (veight/veight) of quinin© hydrochloride is not equivalent
to a 10^ solution "of quinine sulfate • The formula-vei^jt (jnol* vtO for
quinine hydrochloride (C20 % 02*KCi:,«2H2 O) and qtvlnine sulfate
(C20
^2k ^^2 ^2) 2* H2 SOi^. 2H2 0) is 396*91 arejxiQ and 782.97 grams
reapecti^'^ely and the number of grams contained in a 10^ (veight/
veight) eolutian of quinine hydrochlorlda or quinine sulfate; is 10 graniS*
Clearly, only 2*5'^ of the fomatla-i^ei^Jht of quinine hydrochloride is
contained in a 10^ solution (veight/weight) in contrast to the 1.287J of
.
the formula-veight of quinine sulfate. In addition, the spatial arrange-
sient of atoms composing quinine sulfate my be euch that the quinine
atom is sxirrounded and prevented fi*om exerting a similar bitter evoking
effect
.
Freq
x's o's
2.0 1 0
l.lv
X XX XX XX X 10 0
X XXXOXXOXSXOOOXOXOXXOOXXXOX X 18 9
1.1 xoooo ooooo oo oo ooo xo 2
0.8 "O 0 0 2
31 29
Fig --9
i
2
1
2 9 18 . 36
1 18 18 18
0 2 0 0
29 36 5h
Figure «-9 is an ezaiaple of a data sheet vhich laigiit "be used for
the collection end analysis of sensitivity data. The letter x is
used to designate (preference) the selection of the quinine-sucrose mixture
and the letter o is used to designate the selection of the standard.
The estimate of X is given hy the formula: X s y» ^ d{^ " -^/^^
vhere y' is the nonaalised heigJit correspoiiding to the low-
IEST CHO level on ^nich the leao f^ecucnt event occxurs, A -"51 In. , N s>
and a is the preliminary estimte of s (Dixon & Massey, 1957). Tlie plus
sign Is used \*en the analysis is based on the zeros TounS in figure-9 and
the Biintis cign is used vhen the analysis is based on the x's recorded in
fig^are-9 A direct entiwate of population variance is given by the following
k
formula: e = 1.62d {m-A^/l^^ + *029). B = ^^^1 (iffi-A^)A^^ '^^
lerger than 0.3 if the formula is to be accurate (Dixon & Massey, 1957).
Figure-9 Table-2 vill illustrate the uae of the above foraulae. The
y values given are 2,0, 1.7^ l*hj, 1.1, and 0.8; the sucrose concentration
iised for the first test was 2.0 and d vas 0.3* H^ere are fever o's (total)
in Figure-9jbence the distribution of o's is used to estimate the pax'ametere
*
The failures appear at 3 levels (0.8, 1.1, & l.'i) vith frequencies: no » 2, ni s l8,
and ng « 9. h r 29, A ^ 36, and B - 5!^. Therefore x = 0.8 * 0.3 (36/29 / J - i.o^
and s = (1.620) (0.3) (S70/8ifl / .029) ~ •IT*. The standarfi deviation of u
saiiipls mean is given by » Gs/JF, = (l.l?) (l.l2)/29 ^. ,035) Vhsre G is
E correction factor dependant on the ratio of d/e and on the position of the
BQcan relative to the teoting levels. .05 confidence iiiterval for the ahove
example is as follows: 1.32 / (l.96)(.035) or 1.25 to 1.39.
Appendix I-A kh
Analysis of Variance
Vi& Standard *
Quinine
I^evel
Group X 8 y' / d
0,2 log
tmits
(A/lJ - 1/2)
Rav Data
s = 1.62cl(
/ .029)
KB - A^/N^
2 J0.3
d/s
H 0.1^3 .18 0.53 1.10
0. 00001
W
S
0.13
-.37
01,38
00.87
.23
.23
0.69
0.69
0.86
0.86
• Q -.37 00. Wi- .19 0.56 1.06
H 0>2h 01.79 .17 0.1^9 1.19
0.0001
W
S
-.07
0.20
00.87
01.59
.23
.20
0.69
0.5S
0.86
1.01
Q -1.29 00.75 .21 0.61 0.96
H 0.21 01.66 .18 0.53 1.11
0,001
W
s
0.10
0.07
01.30
01.21
.12
.Ik
0.33
O.kl
1.71
l.J}2
Q -.01 00.97 .111- O.Jll l.k2
H 0.6k .17 o.k9 1.19
0.01
V
s
o,kk
o.kh
02.6k
02.8k
.17
.17
o.k9
o.ks
1.19
1.19
Q 0.11 01.32 . .23 0.67 0.89
E 1.03 11.06 .19 0.56 1.06
0,1
B 1.07
12.90
12.18
0„69
0.98
0.85
0.61
Q 1.10 . 12. OU o'.> 0.67 0.89.
Analyjsis of Variance
Quinine Group X a y' « a(A/N - 1/2)
0.00001
0.0001
0.001
0.01
H
¥
S
Q
H
V
s
Q
H
W
S
Q
H
W
S
Q
0.2 log
tmlts
O.Ol^
0.13
0.10
•0.19
0.21
O.Olj-
•0.10
0.16
0.07
0.07
0.10
Q.2h
0.33
o.ki
0.67
0.50
Raw Data
1.13
1.38
0.82
0.66
1.66
1.13
0.82
0.71
1.21
1.19
1.30
0.58
2.19
3.01
4.85
3.26
s = 1.62(^ KB-A^/k^
* .029)
.17
.33
.18
.18
.18
.17
.27
.17
.35
.27
.17
.23 0.69
.17 0.1^9
,1k O.Ul
.18 0.57
0.3
0.ij9
0.98
0.57
0.57
0.?7
O.J^9
0.82
0.i!9
O.kl
1.06
0.82
o.l<9
1.19
0.61
1.11
1.11
1.11
1.19
0.73
1.19
l.lf2
0.57
0.73
1.19
0.86
1.19
1.11
Analysis of Variance k6
Quinine Grov.-p X = y' * 6(A/iT * 1/2) 1.62ci{ d/s
Level 0.2 log Rav Ds.ta 0.3
—™-— ^—_ ^
vcaits * .029
H 0.6l Oh. 16
—-——
—
.37
~ ^
1.10
,
0.55
W OJiJ 03,05 •14 O.Ul 1*U2
0,00001
•
.
s 0.59 03.90 •27 0.82 0.73
—-——
—
H 03.00 .14 1.42
H 0.1;-7 03.02 .38 0-53
TJw O.Ji7 03.05 • 14 Oo^M 1.41
o.oobi
S 0.6'i oii-.5i .17 .0A9 1.19
«i 0.57 . 03.76 .30 u»yu
H 0.64 oii.51
——— —
.
.17 Iel9
V* 0,56 03.68 • 17 0 • 'v9
0.001
- S 0.87 07.69 .Ik 0*5l9 I.U2
Q o.kh 02.814- 17 T TOJL»iy
™'™™
—
——————
H 0.81 06.61 .18 0.53 1*11
w 0.67 0'4.83 .23 o»oy
0.01
S I.2H 18.02 •17 0.49 1.19
0.81t 07.15 • i-f
- — ——
-
J, • ±y
- ^—
—
H 1,2k 18,02 .17 0*li9 1.19
Vi 1.19 15.59 .18 1.11
0.1
s 1.61 41.98 .18 0.56 1.11
Q 1.07 12.18 .27 0.81 0.74
k'J
Av^jsilysHs of Variance
Quinine Group
*
X = y' * d(AAr " 1/2) s " 1.62d( a/s
Lsvcl
0,S log Rav Data 0«3
imits .029
H 03.05 .17 P.I3-9 1,19
V 03.05 .17 0.U9 1.19
S 0.1<-7 03.05 .23 0.69 0.86
Q 0.6t 0!|.80 .17 0.U9 1.19
H 0.33 02.21 .17 O.lj-T • 1.23
W 0.33 02.21 .27 0.81 0.7U
\J « V J,
S O.lfl 02.62 .18 0.53 1.11
~ Q 0.70 05.18 .37 1.10 0.55
H 0.33 02.19 .23 0,69 0.86
W 0.l^T 03.02 .17 0.5^9 1.19
s 0.96 09.33 .17 o.J^9 1.19
-
Q 0.6? OU.78 .17 0.1^9 1.19
—
, ..----T-H T-iM—1-1
H 0.87 07.58 .38 l.lJ^ 0.53
w 0.90 08.21 .37 1.10 0.55
0.01
S 1.^7 30.32 .17 0,Ji9 1.19
1.01 10.1^9 .18 0.53 1.11
Appenflis I-E
Amlysi^j of Yaris^'ice
iM Standard
HQ
Y S v' A rlA. y V c B X»OcCi *T /"ft A 2 At^
0.2 log Ra*^ Date ITB-A 0.3
-—' —^-
H 0.63 .19
- '
—
0.56
w X •wO
0.00001
s l.hh 28.53 •17 oJi9
———————
H 0.33 02*19 .33 0.98
TJW Uft
O.OOOi
- s 1.27 19.31 .33 0.98
X •U ( Xc ft JlJ
——'™™—
—
H 0.81 06.61 .13 0.53
T.T i^3j UftOy
OoOOl
s 1.67 U8.61 O.iM
Q Xt*I- f
H 1.1^3 27.86 .30 0,90
W 30.70 .i^i- O.lfl
0.01
S 1.61 ii.2.00 .18 0.53
Q 30A7 .27 0»8l
1.06
0.57
1.19
0.86
0.61
1.06
0.61
0.86
1.10
0.85
i.ifi
0.86
0.67
1. J^i
1.11
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Analysis of Variance
1^ Stgjidarj_ ..(Replicated
)
Quinine Group X « y' * d(A/N - 1/2) s s i.62d d/s
Level
2 y ?
0.3
units * .029
H 0 70
.19 0.57 1.03
W . 0.90 08,22 .19 0.57 1.03
0.00001
s i « f
1
"3^ 7fi
.11^ O.l^l I.I52
Q 1.27 19.38 .111 0,l:-l 1.1+2
H .17 0.1^9 1.19
V 0.87 07.58 .27 0.81 O.7I+
0.0001
s .17
_ 1
0.JI9 1.19
Q 18.02 .17 0.U9 1.19
H ill P,n ,.17 0.1p9 1.19
1.31 21.26 .111- O.iH 1.1+1
0.001
s 1 fill .17 0.1I9 1.19
Q l.lfO 25.Uo .20 0.58 1.01
H 1.31 21.26 .23 0.69 0.86
W 1.33 22.02 .23 0.69 0.86
0.01
S 1.67 1:3.73 ,\\ 0.1+1 1.1+1
Q l.I^i^ 28.60 .17 0.1+9 1.19
Appeiuli.:: II-A
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Group G-F&ctor
.05 Confiisnce Intervals
Level Erroi" of Me3.n 0»2 log imits Eav Data
- H 1.00 .oSo .f:7 to .59 1,92 to 3.89
W Q.95 .098 -•06 to .32 0.88 to 2.15
U»UUJul
s 0.95 0.98 «^26 to .12 0.56 to 1.36
Q 1.00 .085 -•53 to -.20 0.30 to C«63
H 1.00 .076 • 09 to
1 T n.in.-ri-—
.39 1.28 to 2.1^8
W 0.95 .093 «.25 to .12 0.56 to 1.36
0^0001
S 1.00 .089 • 03 to .37 1.08 to 2.U0
Q 1.00 .09'V -.31 to .05 0.50 to 1.16
H 1.00 .080 • 06 to .37 1.17 to 2.39
' 1.13 .c6i ".02 to e22 0.96 to 1.68
0.001
S
.
l.Oo .060 -.06 to .20 0,89 to 1.61
Q 1.03 . .063 -.l^i to .12 0.73 to 1.59
E 1.00 •076 .59 to
IP. III. —
.79 3.96 to 6.26
W 1.00
.
.076 .29 to .59 2.03 to 3.9lt-
0*01
2.03 to 3.9^s 1.00 .076 .29 to .59
Q 0.98 .101 -*09 to .31 • 0.85 to 2.09
mil limit 1
H 1.00 .085 e87 to 1.20 7.53 to 16.00
0.95 .098 .90 to 1.30 8.25 to 20.61
0.1
6.Vi- to 22.5*1!-
i
y 0.92 .13S .3i to
*
0.9S .101 -9^ to 1.30 8.25 to 20.61
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Analysis of Vsriance
!
_Sta>i5ara (Hepli.cata3 )
Quitjine Group G-Factor standard .05 Confidence Interve.ls
L€!vel Error of Moan 0.2 log Tisiits Raw Dat^
H 1.00 .076 °«09 to 1.92 0.83 to 1.57
W 0,92 .I3H -.13 to 0.39 0.75 to 2.J17
0.00001
S 1.00 .030 ".26 to 0.06 0.56 to I..17
Q 1.00 .080 -.3'+ to -.03 O.liT to 0.95
H 1.00 .080 .06 to 0.37 1.17 to 2.39
V7 1.00 .076 -.11 to Ocl9 0.80 to 1.57
0.0001
S 0.9!^ .113 -.32 to 0.3-2 O.5U to 1.36
Q 1.00 .076 -.31 to -.01 0.51 to 0.99
H 1.08 .068 ",05 to 0.20 0.90 to 1.61
W 0.88 ,13h -.20 to 0.33 0.6k to 2.19
0.001
S 0.91* .113 -.12 to 0.32 0.55 to 2.16
Q 1.00 .076 -.39 to -.09 O.li-1 to 0.83
H 0.95 .098 .Ik to 0.52 l.kO to 3.^*1
W 1.00 .076 .33 to 0.60 2.20 to V.OO
0.01
s 1.03 .068 .^h to 0.80 3.5U to 6.k2
Q 1.00 .080 ,3k to 0.65 2.26 to U.73
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Quinine Oroui> G-Ftintor standard
.05 Conficl-n: e Intervals
Level Error of Mean 0.2 log tmits Rav Data
E 0.89 .11^7 0.35 to Oc90 02.18 to 0S.25
•Uoo 0.34 to 0.60 02.23 to 0U.O5
s 0.91I .113 0.37 to 0.81 02.36 to 06.1^8
Q .06S o.3i<- to c^o 02.23 to 0^f.05
H .151 0.17 to 0.76 01.50 to 05.92
W • UuQ 0»3'* to O.oO 02.23 *o 04. 05
' s 1.00 •076 0.k9 to 0.79. 03.22 to 06,26
Q 0.92 .123 0.33 to 0.81 02.18 to 06.50
H 1.00
™
.076 0.J^9 to 0.79 03.22 to 06,26
T.TW ' 1 .00 •Ofo o.^n to Oo7i 02.50 to 05.24
O.COl
s 1.05 .066 O.7U to 1.00 05. 63 to 10.08
Q 1.00 .076 0.29 to 0.59 02.03 to 03.93
H 1.00 .080 0.66 to Oc97 0I4.67 to 09.5'+
T 7
w 0.9!? •oyo O.'JO to O.oo A T A 4- ^ AT CT OOJ.lU TO Of
O.Oj.
S 1*00 .076 1.09 to 1.39 12.86 to 25.02
Q 1.00 .076 0.69 to 0.99. 05.10 to 09.93
H 1.00 .076 1.09 to 1.39 12.86 to 25.02
W 1*00 .080 1.03 to 1.3'-:- 10.?U to 22.72
0,1
!j0.65 to cO.53o 1.00 ,.080 1.5^6 to 1.77
:
I
!
,Appendix II-D
' Analysis of Variance
hi standard (Replicated
|
Quinine Group 0"Factor StandarS .05 Confidence Intervals
Level Error of Mean 0.2 log inaits Rav; Data
TV
-n 1 .uu
.070 0.3s to 0«62 02.16 to Oil. 25
V 1.00
.076 0*32 to 0.62 02.16 to 05+.25
OeOOOOl
S 0.95 .093 0.3S to 0.66 02.1^3 to Oil.75
Q 1.00 .076 0^52 to 0c82 03.39 to 06.65
l.OU .0 fb 0.19 to O.^io 01.50 to 03.07
W 0.92 .111 0.11 to 0.56 01.311 to 03.67
0.0001
s 1.00 .080 OoL'6 to, 0.57 01.86 to 03.79
Q 0.89 .1^+7 O.Ul to 0.99 02.6i to 09.86
YTH • 0'95 0«3m- to 0.52 r\'\01 .^0 to 03 •37
M 1.00 .076 0,32 to 0,62 02. ill to Oif*19
0.001
S 1.00 ,OJo O.ol to 1.11 OD.50 I3o0
Q 1.00 .076 0.52 to 0.82 03.39 to 06.63
H 0.89 .151 0.57 to 1.16 03.78 to 14.86
W 0.89 .ll<7 0.61 to 1.19 ol+.llf to 10.93
0.01
S 1.00 .076 1.32 to 1.62 21.50 to 1j2.10
Q 1.00 .080 0.86 to 1.17 07. Ill to 15.12
Analysis of Varlapcs
Group G"Factor Stanfinrd .05 Confidencs Intervalfs
— ——i—^. ——
"
Error of Ifean 0.02 log UDi'fc.s Rav Data
H 1. 00 .085 O.k"] to 0.80 03.01 to 0Se35
0«00001
W
s
0.88
1.00 .07^6
0.70 to 1.22
1.29 to 1.59
05.10 to 16.8^
20.1^.2 to 39^72
Q 0^92 c09lf 1.09 to l.lfo 12-70 to 21.9h
H 0.92 .251 0.16 to 0.82 01.48 to Ob.jh
0.0001
W
' S
1.00
0*92
.085
.136
0.67 to 1-00
1.00 to 1.5^
to lOcOS
10.05 to 35.68
Q 0*95 .098 0.83 to 1.26 07*8U to 18.91
E IvOO .080 0.66 to 0^97 04.67 to 09*5^
0.001
V
S
' 0.95
1.15
,098
.073
l.lli to 1.52
1.53 to l*8l
11^.12 to 3^*^1
34.80 to G4.OO
Q 0,95 .098 1.2o to 1.00 19.71 to 47. (O
H 0.90 .122 1.20 to 1.67 15.82 to it3.85
0.01
W
S
1.08
1*00
.068
.080
1.3'!- to 1.60
1.1^6 to 1.77
22.69 to U0.79
29.65 to 60.58
Q 0.92 .111 1.25 to 1.69 18.16 to 50.75
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Anal;vi;i3 of Variance
Qi-'-iriine Group G~Factor standard .05 Confidence Intervals
...
1
.1
Error of Meaa 0.2 log xmits
H 1.00 .035 0.53 to 0,73 O'l.'SO to Oli.lU
W 1.00 .086 0.73 to 1.07 Oh. Ik to 12.09
0.00001'^
S 1.08 .068 l'3l'- to 1.60 22.49 to kO.JS
Q 1.08 .063 to iM'
'
l|4.15 to 25.70
H 1.00 .076 0.52 to 0.82 0^,*^9 to 06.6^
W 0.92 .111 0.65 to 1.09 0!i.53 to 12.65
0.0001
S 1.00 .076 1.21 to 1.51 16.52 to 33.52
Q. 1.00 .076 1.09 to 1.39 12.85 to 25.02
H 1.00 .076 1.01 to 1.31 lOoIlO to 21.12
V 1.08 .063 1.18 to l.JA 15.36 to 28.75
0.001
s 1.00 .076 l.k9 to 1.79 32,kO to 63.07
1.00 .089 1.23 to 1-57 17.22 to 39.36
H 0.95 .098 1.12 to 1.50 13.62 to 33«15
w 0.95 .098 l.lh to 1.52 1^4-. 12 to 3^.^*1
0.01
35.68 to 6i!.00s 1.08 1.5'!- to 1.80
Q 1.00 .076 1.29 to 1.59 20.k2 to 39.70
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